Why Have Americans Happily Enjoyed 32 Million Glasses of This Drink?

Here are a few of the reasons...

"At age 75, I’m finally regular"
- Martha C., Shalimar, FL

"My heartburn is under control"
- Nancy S., Alvin, TX

"I have more energy!"
- John L., Frostburg, MD

"My cholesterol is now normal"
- Terry C., Austin, TX

"My blood sugar is under control"
- Lester L., Sacramento, CA

Now it’s EASIER Than Ever for YOU to Try!
Look Inside...
“When I moved to a different location in Des Moines, Iowa, I started seeing a new doctor.

He did blood tests and discovered my cholesterol was 594 and my triglycerides were a sky high 1003.

The doctor looked at me and asked “Why aren’t you dead?”

As you could imagine, I was given prescription after prescription. But I still couldn’t get my triglycerides under 400 or my cholesterol under 200.

I gained weight while taking the drugs and my back and legs started aching all the time.

They then discovered I was a diabetic, so that meant more doctors and pills. My blood pressure zoomed and still more pills.

I’m not a frog, but thought I was going to croak!

I was truly scared for my life. And I was about to lose hope when your brochure showed up.

I was hesitant to try your drink powder because I’d tried so many products only to end up disappointed.

One thing my doctor wanted me to do was drink cranberry juice for my kidneys, but it upset my stomach.

I noticed your product had cranberry and aloe which is supposed to be good for you, so I decided to give it a try. Swallowing pills is tough for me, so I was glad you had something I could drink.

I placed my first order of your AloeCran and loved the taste from the first glass. Being diabetic it was important to me that there was no sugar.

After a month, I noticed my legs were feeling stronger and I could get up off my knees easier. I also lost some weight - it’s good AloeCran only has 8 calories - and my mind was working clearer.

So I ordered again. And I kept getting better and better, so I kept drinking it.

I’m now happy to report that I recently had my cholesterol checked and it’s down to 188 and my triglycerides fell by over half to 194.

My blood pressure, kidney and liver function are all normal and even my blood sugar is good (if I don’t cheat too much in my diet).

My doctor says I’m now very healthy “on paper.” I told him I’m more worried about being healthy “off paper!”

With the help of AloeCran, I’m healthier than I’ve been in years. Thank you so much for helping turn my life around!”

– Virginia G., Des Moines, IA
Drinking to Your Health
Never Tasted So Good...
Now You can do it completely Guilt Free!

If You Too Want to Do Better than “Just Getting By”...

Dear Friend,

The story you just read comes from one of our dear clients from Iowa, a woman named Virginia.

She’s just one of many, many thousands who gave the AloeCran™ drink a chance over the last 13 years and are now thrilled that they did.

In fact, to date our clients have drunk over 32 million glasses of AloeCran™!

The truth is ten years ago AloeCran™ was a nutritious refreshing drink that I can proudly say was ahead of its time.

If you read one of our brochures back then, you would have discovered that AloeCran™ already featured what health experts are touting for you today such as...

“no sugar”...“no artificial sweeteners”...“no preservatives”...“no GMOs”...“gluten free”...“all natural”...“no fat”...“low calorie”...“fiber enriched”...“whole food” ingredients...and using the natural sweeteners “stevia and luo han”

Even better is what you do get in each glass of AloeCran™... which is a treasure trove of valuable health benefits that help to...

- Relieve occasional heartburn, acid reflux and constipation
- Improve overall digestion
- Ease gas and bloating
- Boost absorption of key vitamins
- Soothe the stomach lining and irritable bowels
- Promote “good bacteria” in intestines
- Support colon health by increasing stool transit time, volume and moisture
- Normalize cholesterol and triglyceride levels
- Boost “good” HDL cholesterol
- Protect “bad” LDL cholesterol from oxidation damage
- Improve C-reactive protein (CRP), a measure of inflammation
- Support healthy blood sugar levels
- Promote healthy insulin levels
- Support urinary tract health
- Support prostate health in men
- Reduce the appearance of facial...
"I Hit the Jackpot with AloeCran"

"I was suffering from acid reflux, irregular bowel movements, and my cholesterol was higher than my doctor wanted. I started seeing benefits from AloeCran after 5 weeks. Now my irregularity is gone and I'm very regular. My cholesterol levels are in the normal range. And I very seldom experience acid reflux. Thanks for a great product!"

- Terry C., Austin, TX

"I look forward to my glass every morning"

"I developed colitis after years of taking prescription medication for rheumatoid and osteoarthritis which can wreak havoc with the digestive system.

AloeCran has helped so much! I will never quit taking it. I look forward to my glass of AloeCran each morning.

Your employees are always courteous. Thank God for NatureCity and its products. Keep up the good work."

- Maudie L., Milan, IN

Individual results may vary

wrinkles

Control hunger by prolonging stomach emptying time

This list may look overwhelming or perhaps even hard to believe.

All I ask is that you give me a chance, and I'll show you how AloeCran™ works and the scientific evidence supporting each and every benefit.

As important, you'll hear from many more folks across the United States who have actually experienced these benefits.

You'll see they absolutely rave about AloeCran™ and what it has done for their lives.

They're anxious to tell their story so others - like you - can improve their health too.

But put aside health benefits for a moment. You'll want to drink AloeCran™ simply because you enjoy it!

One of the reasons AloeCran™ has become so popular is because it's not a typical health drink that you have to force down, or get used to the taste.

You'll look forward to each glass...whether it's with meals, while watching television, sitting outside, reading, or working - just like I'm doing right now.

It's a delightful indulgence that you can enjoy without any guilt... sort of like a sin with only good consequences!

And while you're sitting back and enjoying AloeCran™, you'll also be unleashing a tidal wave of nutrients that can help your body in the 17 ways listed above.
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Who We Are ... and Why You Were Sent This Brochure

My name is Carl Pradelli and I started our company, NatureCity®, from scratch over 13 years ago.

Our clients often ask me “Why’d you start NatureCity?”

Frankly, it was simply because I couldn’t find nutritional supplements that I felt confident taking - or recommending to family and friends.

Plus, I just didn’t know who to trust or believe.

For example, I’d walk into a health food store, see a wall of pills and be overwhelmed and intimidated. What products are right for me? Which are the best? How many do I need to take?

Of course the sales people would offer to help, but truthfully they had little knowledge about the ingredients and products.

Worse is the way these store employees are paid – or should I say bribed – by the product manufacturers.

They get “rewarded” with a special bonus or “spiff” for selling particular brands. It’s not hard to figure out that making extra money trumps their interest in giving me the best advice for my health.

On top of this, I found many companies use a “bait and switch” tactic with their formulas.

They’ll tell you about exciting new research findings with an ingredient… and then sell you a product that doesn’t use the same ingredient used in the study.

Instead you get a cheap substitute or they don’t give you the serving amount found to be beneficial in the study.

The bottom line is my health – and yours – is too important to risk settling for anything less than the best… and that’s why I felt the need to make my own products.

“If we won’t take it, we don’t make it.”

If there’s only one thing I hope you remember about NatureCity®, it’s the following line… “If we won’t take it, we...
don’t make it.”

The reality is our employees, families and friends have the same health concerns as you. We formulate NatureCity® products for ourselves as much as for our clients.

Since we all demand nothing but the best, that’s what NatureCity® constantly strives to provide – even when it costs the business more money.

And if we have a concern about a product or ingredient that would cause us to hesitate for even a second about using it – you’ll never see it in a bottle with the NatureCity® logo.

“Small Town Rules”

One thing that really rubs me the wrong way is how service has gone the way of the horse and buggy when you deal with most companies. Let’s face it, good service is really hard to find these days.

A lot of this is due to “out-sourcing” work to third parties to save money. I’m proud that NatureCity® is very different in this regard also... from day 1 we’ve been “in-sourcing.”

Our employees still take your order, process and ship your order, and are always available to serve you and answer questions.

All our folks do is work with NatureCity® products, which is why they’re very knowledgeable about them.

If they can’t answer a question you have, they or I will find the answer ASAP. We all work under the same roof here in Boca Raton, Florida.

I believe doing business this way is a throwback to the old days of personal, caring service. It’s like we’re all part of the same small town – where you’re treated like a human being, not a transaction.

Other companies don’t do this anymore because it’s a very expensive way to do business. And we certainly took our lumps, losing a lot of money.

“Just saying thank you is not nearly enough...”

“I have had problems all my life trying to be regular, but with no success. People that don’t have the problem do not understand how miserable it makes you feel. I am 75 and tried everything over the counter and doctor recommended but nothing worked.

I got a notice from your company and decided to try AloeCran and was rewarded with blessed relief. I am so very thankful you sent the notice and that I tried it. It not only tasted good but boy does it work.

I have the problem no more. Just saying thank you is not nearly enough but I do not know how else to say how I feel. Thank you so much for making my life so much better!”

– Martha C., Shalimar, FL
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Kids Love AloeCran™ Too!

AloeCran™ is not just for adults, kids love its great taste too.

And in a world where most juices and soft drinks are loaded with added sugar or artificial sweeteners, AloeCran™ is a great natural and healthy drink option.

So next time your kids or grandkids want something tasty to drink, try AloeCran™...their growing bodies will thank you!

for many years while NatureCity® was getting off the ground.

But we stuck with it because we believe folks like you are worth it. And now we’re blessed to serve about 80,000 Americans from all over our great country!

I sincerely hope you too give us a chance to help make your life better. That’s why I sent you this brochure on AloeCran™, one of our most popular products - and a personal favorite of mine too.

AloeCran™ arrives at your home as a drink powder. All you do is add a scoop of powder to 6oz to 8oz of water – depending on how sweet you want it to be – and in a snap, you have a great tasting, all natural sugar-free drink.

Here’s what you get in each delicious, nutritious glass...

Not Just Another "Flavor of the Month"!

You don’t sell over 32 million glasses – and growing each day – by being some fly-by-night fad.

AloeCran™ has been able to thrive because it combines great taste and premium quality, clinically proven nutritional ingredients that deliver real results.

It starts with one of nature’s greatest creations, Aloe vera...

ACTIValoe®
Organic Aloe vera

For over 2,000 years, people from countries all over the world have joyfully reported the remarkable health benefits of Aloe vera.

The ancient Egyptians nicknamed it “Plant of Immortality.” In Japan Aloe vera is popularly called “No Need of a Doctor.” Native Americans labeled it as the “Silent Healer.”

Modern science has started to unlock the powers of Aloe vera... and it is truly one of nature’s most valuable gifts to our health.

My good friend Dr. Ivan Danhof, who is recognized as one of the world’s leading authorities on Aloe vera, was the first to dissect the plant for the purpose of identifying its nutritional value.

This work started 30 years
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ago and still isn’t complete! By last count, Dr. Danhof and other researchers have discovered 330 different bioactive nutritional compounds in Aloe vera.

As Dr. Danhof told me, no other plant on the planet comes close to Aloe vera’s nutritional complexity. It is truly unique – which helps explain why the plant has survived and thrived on Earth for over 3,000 years.

For you, the challenge is getting all of the wonderful nutrients found in a fresh Aloe vera leaf every day while in your home. And that’s where ACTIValoe® comes in.

We chose ACTIValoe® for AloeCran™ because it’s made with a breakthrough dehydration technology - called Qmatrix™ - that sets a new standard for Aloe vera quality.

Here’s the ACTIValoe® bottom line: when you add water to make a glass of AloeCran™, the Aloe vera will still be “farm fresh.”

It’s as pure and potent as if you freshly squeezed the juice from an Aloe leaf. You couldn’t do better than ACTIValoe® even if the Aloe field was in your backyard.

And ACTIValoe® is 100% organic – from start to finish absolutely no chemicals, pesticides or preservatives are used.

ACTIValoe® with Qmatrix™: Simply The Best!

The 100% organic ACTIValoe® is made using the revolutionary Qmatrix™ dehydration technology – which maximizes potency and benefits to you.

Qmatrix™ removes water from a fresh Aloe leaf using a low-temperature/short time (LTST) method that protects heat sensitive Aloe nutrients.

This results in an Aloe vera powder that is still “farm fresh” when you make a glass of AloeCran™.

From Farm to the final Flakes... "freshness" is maintained!

- 100% organic – no chemicals or preservatives
- Guaranteed minimum of 10% polysaccharides – the most important nutrient in Aloe vera
- Certified for content and purity by the International Aloe Science Council (IASC)
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"No More Acid Reflux Drugs!"

"I had a reflux problem for a very long time. My doctor put me on Prilosec®. After using it for about three years, I had a bone density test and learned that I had some bone loss.

I learned that Prilosec® could cause bone loss. I tried to stop taking Prilosec®, but after about ten days I would find that I would have to start taking it again because the reflux was still there.

Individual results may vary

There’s a reason why ACTIValoe® has been used in more clinical studies than any other Aloe vera ingredient – it’s simply “best in class.”

So regardless of what health benefits you seek from Aloe vera – digestion and intestinal health, blood sugar control, or heart health – the presence of ACTIValoe® in AloeCran™ provides maximum potency!

PACran® Whole Cranberry Powder

Growing up, cranberries meant one thing – Thanksgiving...which is still my favorite holiday.

Back then I had no idea these native North American berries were chock full of health benefits.

Recently, the extraordinary power of these health boosting berries was demonstrated in a report published by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).

The USDA looked at 19 fruits commonly eaten by Americans and found that cranberries were #1 in antioxidant capacity - and it wasn’t even close. Blueberries were a distant #2.

This finding underscores how much scientists have misunderstood and underestimated the cranberry.

For decades, scientists thought cranberries helped urinary tract infections (UTIs) by acidifying the urine – making it hard for infection causing E. coli bacteria to survive in the urinary tract.

Frankly this didn’t make sense for two reasons: (1) Cranberries barely reduced the pH of urine – meaning it wasn’t more acidic and (2) Other fruits with similar acids didn’t help UTIs.

Finally, in 1994, Harvard Medical School researchers discovered that a class of antioxidants in cranberry, known as “procyanidins” or PACs, that seemed to be the difference makers.

Following up on this work, in 2002, researchers from the University of Wisconsin and Rutgers University were able to show that the PACs in cranberry help prevent E. coli bacteria from sticking to the urinary tract walls.

Instead, E. coli passes through and is flushed from your body during urination – making you less
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prone to UTIs.

Many fruits contain PACs (grapes, apples, etc.), but the specific structural type found in cranberry offers these unique “anti-adhesion” capabilities.

This discovery opened up an entire new world of cranberry research beyond UTIs.

So what do you think many supplement companies did? They started isolating the PACs... to sell high PAC products. After all, more is better, right?

Not so fast. Recent research has found that whole cranberry fruit products are better than cranberry fractions such as PACs.

Once again we learn not to mess with what Mother Nature created!

That’s why AloeCran™ contains the world’s premier whole cranberry ingredient named PACran® (pronounced “pack cran”).

PACran® is an all natural, 100% cranberry fruit ingredient. With PACran®, you get every part of the cranberry – the juice, flesh, skin and seeds.

Better yet, PACran®’s benefits have been demonstrated in multiple clinical studies conducted in the U.S and internationally.

One of the keys to PACran®’s potency is the type of cranberries used – which are the rare “Early Black” cranberries. In fact, these berries are harvested from cranberry bogs in Massachusetts that are over 100 years old!

Early Blacks are used because they’re the most potent cranberries around – and are the reason why PACran® contains 1.5% PACs.

---

**PACran®: Provides the Goodness Found in the WHOLE Cranberry**

To maximize benefits from cranberry fruit, scientists have shown it’s best to get the nutrients from the entire cranberry – not fractions.

PACran® is an all natural 100% cranberry fruit powder - made from every part of the cranberry – the juice, flesh, skin and seeds.

- Made from 100 year old Early Black cranberry bogs in Massachusetts.
- Naturally contains twice the amount of cranberry PACs – the key cranberry antioxidant.
- First cranberry ingredient in the world to receive government approved claim for urinary tract health.

PACran® is the only cranberry ingredient clinically proven to support both urinary tract and prostate health!
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"I didn’t realize how good AloeCran was for me until I stopped using it"

"I’ve been using AloeCran for quite a while. I’d forgotten how different I felt after starting it until I had to have an operation and I was hospitalized for days without my products. When I got back home and restarted taking my AloeCran, within days I felt so much better.

I have become more regular, decreased flatulence and constipation. This has left me more energized and with a feeling of well being.

I had used cholesterol lowering medication for years and they never impacted my high cholesterol levels so I quit taking them. After using AloeCran and TrueAloe within a matter of months my bad counts went down and my good levels came up. Amazing – thank you!"

– Lee M., Frederic, MI

which is twice as much as other whole cranberry powders.

That means 100% more potency for you!

Fibersol-2
Fibersol®-2 Soluble Fiber

A recent survey by the International Food Information Council found that 72% of Americans are trying to consume more fiber each day.

And for good reason... we don’t get close to what we need!

Here is the simple math on fiber...

Both the USDA and the Institute of Medicine advises that adults get 14 grams of fiber for every 1,000 calories consumed.

So if you eat the typical 2,000 calories each day, you should get 28 grams of fiber.

How much fiber does the average American get?

Only 12g to 16g. – we struggle to get HALF of what is needed.

And in case you don’t know, fiber is needed to...

...manage cholesterol and triglyceride levels, keep blood sugar in a good range, boost digestion, improve intestinal health and elimination, keep weight and fat under control and boost immune health.

So just take some fiber supplements, right? Again - not so fast.

Here are a couple of the problems with the fiber in many supplements...

For starters, there is the taste. Most fibers taste really bad... so you definitely don’t look forward to eating or drinking them.

Worse is the extra gas and acid release that cause you needless discomfort. This happens because almost 100% of these fiber ingredients ferment in the intestines.

Again, who in their right mind can look forward to something which results in bloating and embar...
Meet NatureCity®’s Manufacturing Partner: Vitaquest International

You can look at a bottle and see the ingredient listing, but do you really know what’s in the product and who actually made it?

Before taking any dietary supplement, you should know the answer to those questions.

For Aloecran™ and many other fine NatureCity® products, we partnered with the world’s leading supplement manufacturer, Vitaquest International.

You can look at a bottle and see the ingredient listing, but do you really know what’s in the product and who actually made it?

Vitaquest shares our mission of quality and safety, and has the facilities and staff to make sure every NatureCity® product exceeds our expectations.

It all starts with the raw materials – which are tested before, during and after a bag of Aloecran™ is made. This testing verifies that each ingredient:

1) Has the expected nutrient levels
2) Meets all standards for unwanted materials like heavy metals and harmful microbes.
3) Is free of impurities, pesticides and other contaminants.

On top of this, the finished Aloecran™ powder is analyzed to make sure each scoop of powder gives you the amount of the ingredients you see on the label – and that each and every bag has 30 servings of Aloecran™.

Doing all of this work properly is no small feat. Vitaquest has a highly trained staff of 17 degreed chemists under the supervision of 3 resident Ph.Ds.

As important, this staff has state-of-the-art laboratory and production equipment that is the envy of most other manufacturers.

The quality and manufacturing process is regularly inspected by the FDA and meets - and in most cases exceeds – all current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMPs) required by the FDA.

Even better, the operations have been assessed by the independent NSF International, who granted its NSF seal of approval to Vitaquest.

This is why we have partnered with Vitaquest for every bag of Aloecran™ for the last 10 years.

You and all NatureCity® clients can be confident and rest assured that what’s in Aloecran™ should be in Aloecran™!
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AloeCran helps you bridge the gap between the fiber you get from your diet and the recommended daily amount.

Most people get only about 15 grams of fiber daily from food. This is almost half the amount that many health experts such as the National Cancer Institute recommend.

Every glass of delicious AloeCran gives you 5 grams of soluble fiber!

Certainly not me... and that's why we use Fibersol®-2 in AloeCran™.

One of the great features of FiberSol®-2 is that it's odorless and tasteless. This is in contrast to other fiber supplements that often have a "chalky" or otherwise nasty taste.

Even better, only about 50% of Fibersol®-2 ferments in your large intestine. So you don't have to worry about Fibersol®-2 causing gas or releasing acid in your gut.

What's more, Fibersol®-2 is a completely "clean" fiber. It is extracted from corn in Iowa and is completely free of bacteria, GMO proteins, toxins and harmful pathogens - making it very safe.

The icing on the cake is there have been over 100 research papers and clinical studies published on Fibersol®-2 in the last two decades.

And this work has shown that Fibersol®-2 provides just about all of the health benefits you want from fiber... which we'll review in a few moments.

I've had heartburn and acid reflux since I was a teenager. I have tried a lot of stuff including the purple pill and nothing works as good as AloeCran.

I feel like AloeCran has overhauled my system. Antacids are a thing of the past. My acid reflux, bloating and constipation are gone and my blood sugar is under control.

AloeCran is great and has done what you said it would do.

The note above comes from a client in Troy, Tennessee named Kenneth. He started using AloeCran™ in 2010 and is ecstatic how it has improved his digestion and gastrointestinal system.

Let's face it, occasional stomach problems are not something to be
“My heartburn is under control and I no longer need the prescriptions!”

“I was taking more and more prescription medications to treat my heartburn. Since I started drinking AloeCran – before breakfast and before dinner every day – my heartburn is under control and I no longer need the prescriptions. I really enjoy AloeCran.”

– Nancy S., Alvin, TX

“My acid reflux is gone”

“I suffered frequently from acid reflux, and gas was also a problem. I started using AloeCran (I like to mix it with a smoothie – great taste). My acid reflux is gone and no more flatulence. I love your products and the prices are great!”

– Erik O., Olathe, KS

“It has helped my acid reflux and indigestion so much!”

“My husband and I both drink AloeCran in the mornings and throughout the day. It has helped my acid reflux and indigestion so much I am off all my medication.

We both love the taste and the fact that it is not sweetened with sugar. Thanks for a great product and very helpful employees.”

– June C., Selmer, TN

Individual results may vary
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ignored...because poor digestion is the root cause of many serious conditions.

And these problems are becoming more and more common. In fact, it has been estimated that 4 out of 5 adults report a serious gut issue during their lifetime.

So how can AloeCran™ help?

It starts with ACTIValue®. Many people drink liquid Aloe vera for digestion...but few realize how it actually helps.

The first to truly study Aloe vera’s digestive benefits was Dr. Jeffrey Bland when he was at the Linus Pauling Institute.

In his clinical study, Dr. Bland found drinking 2oz of Aloe vera three times daily helped patients in the following ways...

(1) Made digestion of food easier without causing diarrhea.

(2) Balanced acid levels by acting as a mild antacid – gut pH increased by an average of 1.86 units.

(3) Acted as a prebiotic - promoting “good” bacteria in the colon.

What’s more, many of the patients were excited to finally be regular and free of gas and bloating after eating.

Still better, some had more energy and were just plain happier!

Dr. Bland wrote that he believes Aloe vera also boosts the absorption of nutrients during digestion.

And later studies proved he was right...
Tap the Hidden Nutrition in Your Food!

One of the downfalls of a faulty digestive system is you don't properly absorb food nutrients — and they're flushed from your body instead of being put to work inside your body.

Keep in mind, you aren't what you eat...you're what you eat and digest.

That's why one of the best barometers for measuring Aloe vera's digestive benefits is its effect on nutrient absorption.

Scientists from the University of Scranton looked at the effects of 2oz of an ACTIValoe® drink on the absorption of vitamin E and vitamin C.

The scientists were surprised to discover Aloe vera boosted absorption of vitamin E by 269% and vitamin C by 204%!

This was surprising because vitamin E is fat soluble, while vitamin C is water soluble. The fact Aloe improved both was remarkable.

The researchers wrote in the Journal of Phytomedicine that...

"Aloe is the only known supplement to increase the absorption of both vitamin C and E and should be considered a complement to them."

Following this groundbreaking study, researchers at the University of California Davis tested the effects...

The Guilt-Free Drink Anyone And Everyone Can Enjoy!

Every time you find a food, drink or even an activity you enjoy, it seems someone is always there to quickly point out the problems with it.

The simple fact is there's absolutely nothing in AloeCran™ that the usual suspects -- or even the unusual ones -- can criticize. Let them try...

"It must be loaded with sugar" ... No, there's zero sugar, and actually this drink helps you keep your blood sugar levels under control.

"Then it must have a lot of fat, right?" ... Not a drop, and by the way, it can help improve your cholesterol and triglyceride levels.

"So it must be made with artificial stuff?" ... Wrong again. It's 100% natural, made from the some of the highest quality ingredients available.

"I bet it will upset my stomach" ... Just the opposite, people have this drink because it helps them digest foods better and helps relieve an upset stomach and heartburn. It also helps flush ulcer-causing bacteria from your body.

"A lot of these products make you constipated" ... Not this one. In fact most people find it helps make it easier "to go" and they become more regular. Plus, they have less gas and bloating. And no, it doesn't cause diarrhea either.

"Well, I'm watching my weight and..." Perfect! Because this drink only has 8 calories per glass -- and those are all from soluble fiber, which should help you with weight loss.

"This stuff must cost a fortune"... that's the best part, because it'll actually cost you less than what you'd pay for a can of soda or bottle of water in most stores. You can't go wrong!
"My Blood Sugar doesn’t bounce around anymore and my Cholesterol is Normal"

"I’m a Type-2 diabetic and my morning blood sugars were always bouncing around. I’ve had two bowel surgeries and was always gassy.

Since taking AloeCran my morning fasting blood sugar is more even. My cholesterol is now on the low side of normal. The benefits I didn’t expect were reduced flatulence levels and feeling more comfortable in my abdomen. It wasn’t until after taking AloeCran for a period of time that one day I realized gas wasn’t a problem anymore. Thank you very much!"

- Janet M., Fort Myers, FL

Individual results may vary

of ACTIVale® on vitamin B12.

You may know that B12 is notorious for being difficult to absorb – particularly as you get older.

This study showed that it took only one ounce of ACTIVale® to significantly enhance the absorption of vitamin B12 – and the effects lasted over 28 hours.

So for anyone who doubts that Aloe vera benefits digestion, the results of these two studies puts the question to bed!

“I Feel Like AloeCran Soothes My Stomach”

We hear statements like this regularly from clients. And it got me thinking “how is that possible?”

So to answer this question, I went to the Aloe guru, Dr. Danhof.

He explained that one of most important parts of Aloe vera are nutrients known as polysaccharides... which is a fancy scientific way of saying “many sugars”.

Polysaccharides are long chains of sugar molecules – picture a necklace with beads. These strings aren’t simple sugars that can make you fat or spike your blood sugar – these are very beneficial to your health.

The sugar most commonly found in Aloe polysaccharides is mannose. And as it turns out, your stomach lining is lined with mannose receptors... which seek out and bind to mannose.

So the bottom line is the Aloe polysaccharides are attracted to and attach to the stomach lining surface, and provide a protective coating. This is the “soothing” effect you may feel.

What’s more, polysaccharides don’t just help your stomach, they also may benefit irritable bowels.

This was shown in a study published in *Alimentary Pharmacology and Therapeutics* of people with mild to moderate ulcerative colitis (a type of irritable bowels).

In just four weeks, 47% of participants taking Aloe vera twice a day experienced a complete remission or an improvement in symptoms. Again very impressive, and welcomed relief for those suffering.

So that’s how Aloe vera helps the upper part of your digestive function. Here’s how AloeCran™ supports the lower part...
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Increase Regularity and Elimination of Toxic Waste

“I’m 75 and have had problems all my life trying to be regular. People that don’t have the problem do not understand how miserable it makes you feel. I’ve tried everything without success (including what my doctor recommended).

I got a notice from your company and decided to try AloeCran and was rewarded with blessed relief. It not only tastes good, but boy does it work – I have the problem no more.

Just saying thank you is not nearly enough but I don’t know how else to say how I feel. You’ve made my life so much better!”

This wonderful note comes from Martha in Shalimar, Fl. I have to admit when I first heard her story I had tears in my eyes. I was so happy we could help her – that’s what I love about my job.

And Martha is correct, “struggling to go” regularly is painful. It’s also dangerous to your health.

Many people don’t realize the colon is one of the most permeable parts of the body – meaning toxins and other waste can easily enter your bloodstream through the colon.

So you want to eliminate that waste regularly and in volume!

That’s one reason why AloeCran™ contains Fibersol®-2... which together with ACTIVaole® forms a dynamic digestion duo.

No fewer than a dozen clinical studies have shown that Fibersol®-2 helps improve regularity – especially in those who don’t go frequently enough.

What’s more, these same studies

““It has done what you said it would do!”

“I have had heartburn and acid reflux since I was a teenager. I have tried a lot of stuff. AloeCran together with your TrueLife PB probiotic has overhauled my system. It is great.

Antacids are a thing of the past. I also tried the purple pill but nothing I have tried works as good as this does – and I have tried them all. My acid reflux is gone, my blood sugar is under control, the bloating is gone, and the constipation is gone. It has done what you said it would do!” – Kenneth S., Troy, TN

Individual results may vary

Statements contained herein have not been evaluated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

www.naturecity.com/buyaloecran
show Fibersol®-2 increases the volume of waste you excrete – even in those who go regularly.

For example, in one study of 62 healthy females, and published in the *Journal of Nutritional Food*, the participants were broken into three groups based on how frequently they evacuate their bowels:

- **Group A** - Those who go less than 3 times a week.
- **Group B** - Those who go 4 to 6 times a week.
- **Group C** - Those who go 7 or more times a week.

Each group drank a beverage with 5g of Fibersol®-2 in it – the same amount you get in a serving of AloeCran™.

After just one week, those in Group A improved their frequency from an average of 2.5 times/week to 4.5 times/week, a huge improvement. Better yet, the volume of feces they excreted increased by 90%!

Group B increased their frequency from 5.0 times/week to a healthier 6.6 times/week. And the volume of feces eliminated improved by 33%.

Those in Group C, who were already regular, didn’t experience an increase in frequency, but did see the amount of feces excreted improve by about 19% - improving the elimination of toxic waste.

As important, Fibersol®-2 did not cause diarrhea in any of the study participants.

These impressive results show that Fibersol®-2 is a valuable partner in your quest to eliminate waste regularly and in volume!

And you should know this study has been repeated multiple times - in men and women, young and old - with similar results from using Fibersol®-2.

So that’s how AloeCran™ helps your digestion and elimination, now on to heart health...

---

**AloeCran and Your Heart**

"I had my cholesterol checked and it’s gone down 34 points since I started using AloeCran. I’ll be using it from now on."

That’s from Yvonne who lives

---

**“Still doing great two years later”**

“A couple of years ago my doctor told me I had a bad case of acid reflux. He recommended a common prescription medication. I took it and it worked for a short while. Luckily I discovered AloeCran through a newsletter and decided to try it.

After three months of taking the AloeCran my acid reflux got better. It has been two years since I started taking AloeCran and I am still doing great. Thank the Lord and thank you.”

– Sylvia W., Frankford, DE

---
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up in Templeton, MA. Like a lot of our clients, maintaining healthy cholesterol is a big concern for her.

More important are the components of your cholesterol score - you want to keep LDL cholesterol and triglycerides down, while boosting the “good” HDL cholesterol.

The ingredients in AloeCran™ have been shown to help on all counts.

One interesting study involving ACTIValoec® was conducted by researchers at the University of California Davis.

The participants in this study had relatively normal cholesterol of 206 mg/dl, on average.

After eight weeks of using ACTIValoec®, their cholesterol dropped by an impressive 20 points.

"I can't believe how much AloeCran helped"

"I'm a diabetic and also was diagnosed with an acid reflux condition. I liked the idea of no sugar in the AloeCran, so I tried it. I'm happy to report lots of progress thanks to AloeCran. My blood sugar is under control and my doctor took me off my medication. I have an overall feeling of good health at 75!!"

– Louis S., Seattle, WA

"No more discomfort and no side effects!"

"I had severe acid reflux and could not eat my favorite foods without digestive problems. I did not want to take acid blockers with all the side effects which I heard could cause long-term damage after a while.

I now drink a glass of AloeCran every morning and an AloeCran “cocktail” before dinner. It tastes delicious and I can now eat and drink anything I like with no problems. I'm happy to be getting my fiber also with no chalky taste too. I cannot thank you enough for such a wonderful product."

– Maureen S. Las Vegas, NV

"I Feel So Much Better Without the Prescription Medication"

"For years I have had many health problems- high blood pressure, fluid retention, gastric reflux, hypoglycemia, and osteoporosis. I took many prescription medications. After two years of drinking AloeCran juice and taking some of your other products, I feel so much better and don't need the prescription medication. All thanks to your wonderful products."

– Myra W., Greenville, SC

www.naturecity.com/buyaloecran
to a healthier 186 mg/dl.

Even better, most of this improvement was in the “bad” LDL cholesterol which dropped by 17 points – from 135 to 118.

The rest of the improvement was due to a drop in triglycerides from 156 to 148, which put them well within normal levels.

The real icing on the cake was a 38% decrease in C-reactive protein (CRP).

In case you don’t know, CRP is a marker for inflammation in your body, and high levels have been linked to heart disease risk.

And while ACTIValue® works to keep your LDL cholesterol and triglycerides in check, the PACran® cranberry powder may help boost HDL cholesterol.

University of Scranton researchers found that over the course of one month, drinking cranberry juice three times a day increased “good” HDL cholesterol by 10%.

How significant is this? Lead researcher Dr. Joe Vinson noted that a 10% increase in “good” cholesterol has been shown to help slash risk of heart disease by an amazing 40%!

On top of this, Cornell University researchers found that cranberries help make LDL cholesterol less dangerous by protecting it from oxidation damage. Once oxidized, cholesterol is more prone to stick to arteries and contribute to blockages.

Plus, cranberry may help decrease excessive circulating cholesterol by increasing its absorption into cells – where it can be put to good use.

And we can’t forget the heart health benefits of fiber – which Fibersol-2 is clinically proven to deliver.

This was shown in a study published in the Journal of Nutritional Food.

After two months of consuming 5 grams of Fibersol®-2 a day, the triglyceride levels of the group dropped a whopping 43 points on average – from 221mg/dl to 177mg/dl – a 20% improvement.

“Your Product has been a Miracle for Me!”

“I’m 60 years old and been struggling with high cholesterol, triglycerides and high blood pressure for years. Acid reflux has been a problem also. I thought my situation was hopeless.

After using AloeCran for 30 days, I tested my cholesterol and my HDL and LDL were in normal limits, as was my blood pressure. My acid reflux isn’t as bad either. My doctor said, “Whatever you are doing, keep it up.” Your product has been a miracle for me!”

– Stan A., Lincoln, NE
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Other research, published in the *Journal of Japanese Society for the Study of Obesity,* showed consuming larger amounts of Fibersol-2 may produce even better results.

In this study, participants drank 10g of Fibersol-2 with each meal. And after three months, the results were pretty dramatic - a 36% reduction in “bad” VLDL cholesterol and a 30% drop in triglyceride levels.

Plus, these folks had a remarkable 20% reduction in visceral fat. This is the fat that can strangle vital organs in the gut – and Fibersol-2 helped melt it away!

### AloeCran and Your Blood Sugar

"I’m a diabetic and liked the idea of no sugar in AloeCran, so I tried it. I’m happy to report lots of progress thanks to AloeCran. My blood sugar is under control and my doctor took me off my medication."

That report comes from Louis, who lives out in Seattle, Washington. And it reminds me to mention that AloeCran™ is diabetic safe because is sugar-free.

Even better, is how the ACTIVa-loe® and Fibersol-2 help you maintain healthy blood sugar and insulin levels.

Aloe vera’s innate ability to help control blood sugar was first shown by researchers in Thailand and published in the scientific journal *Phytomedicine.*

They conducted a study in people with VERY high blood sugar,

---

**"I’ll Use AloeCran the Rest of My Life"**

I am a type 2 diabetic. I’ve been drinking AloeCran juice for two years. It’s hard to find something like AloeCran that is so refreshing, tasty, sugar free and yet healthy and good for me.

I most definitely will use your product for the rest of my life. Thank you for making your AloeCran available to me at an economical price. I commend you for a superb product.

– James O., Haleiwa, HI

**"Thanks to AloeCran my Blood Sugar and Cholesterol are Down"**

Being a diabetic, the AloeCran is great for me, since it doesn’t have sugar in it. Even better it’s helped me regulate my blood sugar. Plus, at my last visit to my doctor he was amazed at how my cholesterol improved!

AloeCran has a great taste to enjoy and is so good for me! I wouldn’t be without it. Thanks AloeCran!

– William T., Mitchell, IN

**"Still Getting Favorable Readings After 1 Year"**

Prior to using AloeCran, my blood sugar readings were a bit higher than I wanted.

After drinking AloeCran, my blood sugar readings have gone down and have stayed in a good area. I have been using the AloeCran for a year and I am still getting favorable readings.

– Herbert B., Wheeling, WV
"I tell you I feel wonderful"

"I am a diabetic and since I started taking AloeCran my blood sugar has been under control between 96 and 120. This morning my blood sugar was perfect at 90. No more messing with needles. I feel very young again. I wish I had known about AloeCran some 15 years ago.

Plus the pain in my legs is gone. This is really important to me as I am a well known basketball and baseball official throughout Northern California.

I tell you I feel wonderful!"

- Lester L., Sacramento, CA

averaging 250mg/dl.

After drinking Aloe vera juice daily for six weeks, the group improved dramatically. They’re blood sugar fell a remarkable 43% to 142mg/dl. Plus, as a bonus, their triglyceride levels fell by 44%.

Soon thereafter, researchers at Mahidol University in Thailand did a similar study, and found near identical results – a 48% improvement in blood sugar and a 52% improvement in triglycerides.

This work showed Aloe vera can help support blood sugar health. But does it work only in people with very high blood sugar levels?

To answer this question, researchers at the University of California Davis did a study of people who had just slightly above normal blood sugar.

After 8 weeks of using ACTIValoe®, study participants experienced a significant improvement in their blood sugar – going from 111 mg/dl to 105 mg/dl. Plus, insulin levels improved by 14% - going from 18.6 to 16.

As important, three other test markers of blood sugar health improved by taking ACTIValoe®. This indeed confirms the blood sugar benefits of Aloe vera – and specifically ACTIValoe®.

As I mentioned, FiberSol®-2 helps you in this regard too – it just works a little differently.

While ACTIValoe® works to improve fasting blood sugar, FiberSol®-2 helps control the blood sugar and insulin spike after you eat a meal.

In fact, a study in Journal of Nutritional Foods showed consuming 5g of FiberSol®-2 reduced the rise in blood sugar by about 11%. On top of this less insulin was needed, as shown by a 5% improvement in insulin levels.

Now on to some other AloeCran™ benefits...
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“AloeCran helps keep my blood sugar levels in the normal range.”

“I have been drinking AloeCran for about 2 years now. I am a type 2 diabetic monitoring my blood glucose twice daily. I find it much easier to keep it within the normal range where my doctor wants it.”

– Victor F., Racine, WI

“I was having tremendous problems with a gastrointestinal disorder...”

“...constant gas, bloating, stomach cramps, and irregularity in bowel movement with constipation. I received my shipment of AloeCran and started drinking it that day. First the constipation left leaving me with a no strain bowel movement with regularity.

I don’t even discuss bloating and gas with my doctor anymore. No need to, it’s GONE. I thank God for AloeCran.”

– Clarence G., Grand Prairie, TX

“If I could only choose one drink...I’d want it to be AloeCran”

“If I could only have one thing to drink to feel refreshed after coming in from the hot and humid outdoors, I’d want it to be AloeCran.

It’s sugar free, relaxing, refreshing and gets me ready to do my chores.”

– Jean C., Louisville, KY

“UTIs just never occur any more!”

“AloeCran is a product I will always use. I believe it is one of the best products for urinary tract infections. The urinary tract infections I used to have just never occur any more. I also had problems with constipation and acid reflux and they have improved unbelievably.”

– Joy B., Fort Pierce, FL

“Irregular and miserable for 75 years...AloeCran brought blessed relief”

“I have had problems all my life trying to be regular, but with no success. People that don’t have the problem do not understand how miserable it makes you feel. I am 75 and tried everything...but nothing worked. I got a notice from your company and decided to try AloeCran and was rewarded with blessed relief. It not only tasted good... but boy does it work! Thank you for making my life so much better.”

– Charlotte V., Estill Springs, TN

“I will be using AloeCran from now on”

“I had H. pylori infections two times and I was treated with medications. Since I have been using AloeCran I have not had another attack. Plus, when I went for my check up my cholesterol went down 34 points. So I will be using AloeCran from now on. Thank you NatureCity for helping me.”

– Yvonne B., E Templeton, MA
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"My friend lost 18 pounds. I’ve lost 11!"

"I wanted to drop some pounds and a friend told me she wasn’t even trying and she lost 18 lbs. when she started using AloeCran. Well I am having great success with my weight loss. My food cravings have been less. My eating is more controlled. I’ve lost 11 pounds and my blood pressure has gone down 16 points (from 160 to 144). I’ve been working on losing weight, but AloeCran helps me stay sated longer.

"P.S. I like the discount I get when I buy multiple bags!"
- Maureen K., Madison Heights, MI

"I Cannot Express How Grateful I Am…"

"For years, I have needed help with bowel movements, but not anymore. My belly has gone flatter. I am not bloated. My clothes fit better and I am not in constant discomfort in my midsection.

I had discovered a product from another company but the cost was prohibitive. Yours is affordable.

Thank you so-o-o much."
- Mary L., Birch Run, MI

---

AloeCran and Urinary Tract and Prostate Health

"The urinary tract infections I used to have just never occur any more. I also had problems with constipation and acid reflux and they have improved unbelievably. AloeCran is a product I will always use."

That note comes from Joy who is not too far from us in Fort Pierce, Florida. The UTI benefits she’s experiencing are likely due to PACran®.

PACran® is the world’s first clinically supported and PAC standardized cranberry powder.

And as you read earlier, it is the PACs antioxidants in cranberry that stop E.coli bacteria from sticking to the urinary tract where it can cause infection.

PACran® is so unique it was the first cranberry product in the world with a government sanctioned health claim. In 2009, the Korean Food and Drug Administration (KFDA) approved PACran® for urinary health – quite an accomplishment.

So what has PACran® been shown to do?

In a six month clinical study, women taking 500mg of PACran® a day (equivalent to two servings AloeCran™) reduced the recurrence of UTIs by an amazing 44%.

Most recently, PACran® was shown to boost prostate and lower urinary tract health in men in a groundbreaking study published in the British Journal of Nutrition.
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"I went from taking 8 drugs down to taking 3 drugs"

"I have been suffering from a number of ailments – high blood pressure, diabetes, acid reflex, arthritis, and high cholesterol. Since I have been drinking AloeCran I went from taking 8 drugs down to taking 3 drugs and I have more energy!"

– John L., Frostburg, MD

"I showed it to my doctor and he said 'Good'"

"I have suffered from reoccurring bladder infections and such for many years. Before I tried AloeCran I had to take antibiotics two sometimes three times a year for them. Now I drink a glass of AloeCran every day. Two scoops of AloeCran in a glass of water. I don’t even have to go to the doctor as much with it. I showed it to my doctor and he said "Good". He did not even have to write me a prescription."

– Willard T., Phil Campbell, AL

Men taking 1,500mg of PACran® for six months had a 44% improvement in prostate health using the six measures in the International Prostate Symptom Score.

This included a 65% improvement in the ability to empty the bladder, a 25% improvement in urinary flow rate, a 50% improvement in quality of life and a 32% reduction in Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) levels.

As you may know PSA levels are commonly used to assess prostate health and cancer risk. So score another win for PACran®!

By my count, we’ve covered 15 of the 17 proven AloeCran™ benefits. So last but not least, there is...

AloeCran and Your Waistline & Skin

"I wanted to drop some pounds and my friend told me she lost 18 pounds while drinking AloeCran. Well I’m having great success too, losing 11 pounds so far. I feel my food cravings have been less, my eating is more controlled and I stay satiated longer."

One of the great features of AloeCran™ is it contains only 10 calories per glass – all from the fiber.

That’s because instead of sugar, fat or artificial sweeteners, we use natural...
sweeteners like stevia and luo han guo to make AloeCran™ taste great.

And many clients substitute AloeCran™ for high calorie drinks like soda or fruit juice. This simple change can save you 50,000 calories in a year – which is about 15 pounds of weight loss.

That’s what Maureen in Madison Heights, Wisconsin is experiencing in the note above.

How Making the Switch to AloeCran™ Helps You Drop Hard to Lose Pounds...

In addition to avoiding needless calories, AloeCran™ helps your waistline in another way...

Fibersol®-2 has been shown to prolong stomach emptying time – so you don’t get hungry as quickly after eating.

Plus recent research presented at the Vahouny Fiber Symposium, showed that Fibersol®-2 also helps signal when you should stop eating.

A recent study titled “What America Drinks” revealed an astounding fact. Researchers found that beverages account for a whopping 22% of calories in the average American diet.

Most of these calories come from sugar in drinks like soda and juice. Not only do these drinks cause you to gain weight – they also spike your blood sugar.

And here’s where AloeCran™ can make a big difference in your waistline. Unlike a glass of regular cranberry juice, grape juice or soda that has up to 170 calories, a glass of AloeCran™ contains only 10 calories.

What’s more, all 10 calories in AloeCran are from fiber – which won’t cause hunger pangs due to wild swings in blood sugar.

Just the opposite, the FiberSol®-2 in AloeCran™, has been shown to prolong stomach emptying time – so you don’t get hungry as quickly.

Here’s the bottom line... if you substitute just one glass of AloeCran for a daily soda or juice, over the next year you will save about 51,100 calories. That’s almost 15 pounds of fat you can lose or not gain in one year!

Just another great reason to start AloeCran today!

AloeCran™ is Great for Your Waistline Too!

Not only is AloeCran™ nutritious and delicious, but you get all the flavor without the sugar and excess calories. Plus 5g of soluble fiber!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sugar Fiber Calories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NatureCity® AloeCran™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Spray® Cranberry Juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welch’s® Grape Juice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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by increasing the PYY and GLP-1 hormones in your gut. These two hormones help tell your brain, you’re full.

Just losing a few pounds can make you look younger, but AloeCran™ doesn’t stop there.

A recent study conducted by the Korean FDA, showed that women drinking ACTIValoë® reduced facial wrinkles by 10%.

Plus, skin elasticity improved 30% and skin roughness was reduced by 17%.

That’s real beauty from within!

**Save Over 56% With This Special Offer**

Each AloeCran™ bag contains the equivalent of about 50 ounces of fresh organic Aloe vera juice.

If you were to buy this much organic Qmatrix™ ACTIValoë® liquid—alone it could cost you over $22.00.

On top of that, purchased separately, the PACran®, Fibersol®, and the natural sweeteners could run you another $30.00.

So in every bag of AloeCran™, the value of the ingredients is over $52.00.

But I promise you...you’ll never ever pay that much for AloeCran™ from NatureCity®.

In fact, you can get a single bag of AloeCran™ for just $29.97. That’s a 42% savings...you save $22.03 on every bag!

And today, I’d like to sweeten the pot for you even more...

Enjoy AloeCran for Just $22.91 and Get FREE Shipping Too!

Under this special introductory offer, you can enjoy the benefits of AloeCran™ for just $22.91 a bag! Simply choose my Best Value offer to get this amazing price.

You’ll be paying only $0.76 for every health-saving glass of AloeCran™—less than a bottle of water or can of soda! That’s a savings of over 56%.

Better yet, the shipping and handling is on us! You save an additional $6.95 with FREE shipping as part of this Best Value deal.

For fastest service, please call 1-800-814-5882 at any time of any day. We’re available 24/7 to serve you!

**FREE GIFT:**

**6 Month Subscription to the NatureCity Journal**

Plus, if you order AloeCran™ now, you’ll receive a FREE 6 month subscription to the NatureCity Journal—that alone is a $29.99 value.

What’s in the NatureCity Journal? Each issue features the most important “hot of the press” nutritional health breakthroughs—like the studies you’ve read about today.

It’s an easy way to stay informed about the latest health solutions that matter most to you.

What’s more, you’ll discover these important developments as they happen—just like the experts!

And you get this subscription FREE just for trying AloeCran™. But
I'm not done yet...

**A Special “Early Bird” Bonus**

Order the “Best Value” or “Good” deal today, and when you open the box with your AloeCran™ shipment, you’ll find another great Aloe vera gift from NatureCity®.

It’s a FREE TrueAloe™ Cleansing Bar. I’m excited to have you try this soap because countless people have told me it’s the best soap they’ve ever used.

You see, most mass produced soap isn’t really soap. These soaps are made with harsh laundry detergents or other synthetic materials... which can hurt your skin.

NatureCity® provides a better alternative with the all natural TrueAloe™ Cleansing Bar.

This bar uses natural plant fats to gently remove dirt, grime and other pollutants that attach to your skin. And it deodorizes as you wash.

Even better, the TrueAloe™ Cleansing Bar helps you recapture the beautiful look and feel of younger, healthier skin.

The Aloe vera moisturizes your skin so you can look your best between cleansings. And Aloe vera also provides many topical healing benefits.

One of the best natural skin softeners is glycerin, which is a natural by-product of the soap making process.

Most “big-label” soap companies remove the glycerin from their soaps and sell it separately in moisturizers. Not only is the glycerin left in the TrueAloe™ Cleansing Bar – but in fact we add additional glycerin!

The TrueAloe™ Cleansing Bar also has a wonderful combination of natural oils – olive, almond, grape, castor seed, apricot, eucalyptus and avocado.

These oils are rich emollients that fill in lines and help make skin look less dry, wrinkled and baggy. What’s more, no animal fats or synthetic chemicals are used in the TrueAloe™ Cleansing Bar.

It rinses off without leaving a soap film on your body. Plus, it lasts much longer than a mass produced

---

**Health Breakthroughs Delivered RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR!**

You get a six month subscription to The NatureCity Journal newsletter — a $29.99 value — absolutely FREE!

Normally, a six month subscription costs $29.99, but for a limited time only, you get The NatureCity Journal absolutely FREE with your introductory order of AloeCran™.
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When you choose AloeCran™ today, you also receive a FREE GIFT!... our TrueAloe™ Cleansing Bar!

NatureCity’s all-natural TrueAloe™ Cleansing Bar is a better alternative to those other harsh mass produced bar soaps.

In addition to Aloe vera, this luxurious soap is made with a wonderful combination of natural oils- olive, almond, grape, castor seed, apricot, eucalyptus and avocado. You’ll love it!

Turn to page 30 to order today! >>

synthetic soap!

Use it everyday to feel clean, look more attractive and smell naturally fresh!

Your Order Comes With A One Year Money Back Guarantee!

I’m extremely confident you’re going to enjoy drinking AloeCran™... so much so that I’m willing to give you a full one year guarantee on your order.

If for any reason you are not satisfied with AloeCran™, you can return the unused portion of your order and receive a full refund.

Again, this money back guarantee isn’t good for just 30 days...or 60 days...it’s good for 365 days.

So please give AloeCran™ a try, because I’m almost positive that when you contact us again... you’ll be asking us to rush you more AloeCran™ - not to return your order!

Now it’s up to you!

Call us today at 1-800-814-5882, or mail your order in the enclosed postage-paid envelope, or order online at www.naturecity.com/buyaloecran and we’ll have your AloeCran™ on its way to you within 24 hours!

Yours for good health,

Carl Pradelli,
President & CEO, NatureCity®

p.s. Don’t forget, both adults and children can enjoy and benefit from AloeCran™. So call us at 1-800-814-5882 today and ask how you can get some extra AloeCran™ for your family and friends.
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Drink This Delicious, Nutritious Juice Completely Guilt Free!

AloeCran™ is made with (1) organic Quatrix™ ACTIValoe™, the finest Aloe vera juice powder around, (2) PACran™... a special high potency whole cranberry juice concentrate and (3) Fibersol-2®... a soluble fiber with no bad taste, gas, or acid - just proven health benefits. It has no sugar or artificial sweeteners.

Order today and your AloeCran™ will be on its way within 24 hours!

Best Value!

1

Suggested Use

AloeCran™ is made with (1) organic Quatrix™ ACTIValoe™, the finest Aloe vera juice powder around, (2) PACran™... a special high potency whole cranberry juice concentrate and (3) Fibersol-2®... a soluble fiber with no bad taste, gas, or acid - just proven health benefits. It has no sugar or artificial sweeteners.

My Full Year, 100% Money-Back Guarantee!

I know you’re going to love drinking AloeCran™ just like me and thousands of NatureCity® clients. But if for any reason you are not satisfied with AloeCran™, simply send back your most recent order within one year of purchase for a full refund less any return shipping charge. This money-back guarantee is good for one year! There is no risk. You have my word!

*This money-back guarantee is limited to one return of this product.

100% QUALITY SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

ASSEMBLED IN THE USA

Call Now
1-800-814-5882

Mail Today
In Postage Free Envelope

Order Online
naturecity.com/buyaloecran

Check by Phone

NatureCity • 990 S. Rogers Circle #11, Boca Raton, FL 33487
Fax: 561-241-2738 • www.naturecity.com/buyaloecran
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YES! I want the delicious sugar free drink powder that helps me improve digestion, control blood sugar and provides extra support for heart health and weight management. I also understand I have a full year to try AloeCran™. If I’m not 100% satisfied in any way, I can return the product and receive a full refund, even if it’s the last scoop of the last bag.

Please ship my AloeCran™ order immediately as follows:

- **Best Value:**
  - 6 Bags of AloeCran™ (Makes 180 glasses)
  - Plus 1 FREE TrueAloe™ Cleansing Bar
  - Plus 1 FREE Subscription to the NatureCity® Journal (6 issues)
  - Plus FREE SHIPPING!
  
  You Save $92.31!
  Special Offer Price
  $137.47
  FREE Shipping!

  Item# ACBNA06

- **Good Value:**
  - 3 Bags of AloeCran™ (Makes 90 glasses)
  - Plus 1 FREE TrueAloe™ Cleansing Bar
  - Plus 1 FREE Subscription to the NatureCity® Journal (6 issues)

  You Save $40.03!
  Special Offer Price
  $79.87 + S/H: $6.95

  Item# ACBNA03

- **Single Bag Offer:**
  - 1 Bag of AloeCran™ (Makes 30 glasses)
  - Plus 1 FREE Subscription to the NatureCity® Journal (6 issues)

  You Save $29.99
  Special Offer Price
  $29.97 + S/H: $6.95

  Item# ACBNA01

Print the TOTAL amount of your ORDER here: $ ____________

Enter your PRIORITY CODE: ________________ (in blue box on back cover)

☐ Check/Money Order Enclosed (Payable to NatureCity)

☐ Please bill my credit card:

Card #: _________________________ Card Expires: ___ / ___

PRINT Name: ___________ Mr. ______ Ms. ___________

Street Address: __________________________

City: ________________ State: ___________ Zip: ____________

Phone: (________) __________________________

Signature: ___________________________ E-mail: __________

*(Your email will never be sold or rented)*
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Why Are People Raving About This Drink?

These are some reasons...

"my doctor is amazed how my cholesterol and blood sugar have improved"
William T., Mitchell, IN

"tests show I’m controlling my blood sugar better"
- Patricia M., Ballston Spa, NY

"my acid reflux is gone"
- Erik O., Olathe, KS

...BUT THE REAL REASON IS INSIDE!